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Its three glass sides

inviting a delightful glow of

natural light to tumble

across its sleek units and

crisp white lines and it was

Parapan®, the solid high

gloss acrylic that they

used to achieve this.

An architecturally inspired extension to this bungalow in

Northern Ireland is home to an ultra-modern kitchen,

which echoes the property’s clean lines.

The elements of architecture played an all-important role

in the transformation of this three-bedroom bungalow set

in rural surroundings in County Down, Northern Ireland.

What appears to be a large glass box is part of the

Sumner family’s new 2,000sq ft extension. Within this

futuristic glass shell sits a kitchen, dining room and living

room, all with stunning views over the neighbouring lake

and countryside. From outside the detached property, a

glossy white ultra-modern kitchen can be seen. Its three

glass sides inviting a delightful glow of natural light to

tumble across its sleek units and crisp white lines and it

was Parapan®, the solid high gloss acrylic that they used

to achieve this.

Due to the high visibility of the kitchen from both inside

and outside the property, it was necessary that it

performed both architecturally and functionally. Each

element of the room had to echo the building and mirror

the architecture’s clean, uncluttered lines.

To achieve the desired look the Sumner’s chose an

angular kitchen in shiny Parapan®, a floor of limestone

tiles and a ceiling in cherry wood acoustic board to match

the external timber. The warmth of the chosen materials



creates a homely feeling while reflecting the strong

architectural lines of the house. Once the Sumner’s had

decided on a general layout, style of kitchen and

appliance wish list with the architect, they called on

Ballygowan Kitchens, an Irish company that has been

creating and manufacturing bespoke kitchens for more

than 20 years.

As well as creating a bespoke kitchen design, designer

Ritchie Gorman advised Mr and Mrs Sumner on different

door qualities, granite worktops, interior storage systems

and appliance brands that would best suit the style of

kitchen.

A block shaped island, featuring a wine cooler and pan

storage drawers, rests in the centre of this spectacular

kitchen. A large U-shape formation of units and

workspace with a breakfast bar area then folds around

two sides of the island, following the lines of that corner

of the house. At the top of the island stands a specially

made grand unit stretching up to the cherry wood ceiling.

This divides the kitchen from the lounge while providing

easy access for the family without using doors and

internal walls in the design scheme. Storage units, a TV

and range cooker sit snugly in the recess of the unit’s

kitchen side, while a fireplace features on the lounge side.
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The kitchen’s only internal wall features glass doors that

lead through to the rest of the house. Tall recessed wall

units flank this doorway and harbour a pull-out larder,

chef’s pantry and integrated fridge freezer. The kitchen’s

units have been sized to tie in with the floor tiles, while

the storage units had to blend into the walls for minimal

impact. The bespoke unit fronts are fashioned from white

Parapan®. The designer chose this material for its robust

qualities and the gleaming high gloss finish, both of

which the Sumner family requested. A stunning South

African Black granite has been used for all worksurfaces

within this kitchen as the material not only contrast with

the sheer white units, it also complements the shiny

effect of the high gloss finish.

“You need to have lots of space to create a kitchen like

this. Interior storage systems are very important as these

kind of designs are very minimalist and therefore usually

have fewer cupboards” says Ritchie Gorman of this

unique, architecturally inspired kitchen design.
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Kitchen by Ballygowan Kitchens

The designer chose this material for its

robust qualities and the gleaming high

gloss finish.



ULTRA MODERN KITCHEN



Parapan® is a solid high gloss acrylic
suitable for door and drawer fronts and
available in 23 lovely colours. For further
information please contact:

Landau Holdings Ltd
Landau House
Bontoft Avenue 
Hull 
East Yorkshire 
HU5 4HF 

Tel: 01482 440680
Fax: 01482 440683

email: info@parapan.co.uk
www.parapan.co.uk 


